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to pack up and return hone.
On the return fligh to Mahe I sat in the co-pilots seat of the
Otter.I took out the side window, and shot a whole reel of film
as we circled the Island. The best shot I subsequently used for
the QSL card.
As I had a day to kill on Mahe whilst awaiting my flight home, I
had lunch with Lloyd and Iris who were also in S79 at the same
time, and we were Joined by WHW and CW. As Clive pointed out, it
was probably the first time that five S7 hams had been together
for quite a while!
I recently heard that Clive is leaving the Seychelles, so only
WHW will remain active, who is getting on these days, and is also
is not keen on the low bands. So I guess it may be worth going
back to Bird again, perhaps next January when I have leave,
although I would like to try the ski slopes fo a change! If I do
go back, then perhaps I will be able to work the seventeen out of
thirty one CDXC members whom I did not work!! (I also must work
Don, G3XTT, who was not in the log on 80M!
It was certainly a successful expedition though, with 5115 good
QSO,s being made. An area breakdown shows some 44% of the CISO,s
with Europe, 18% with N.A.,9% with the USSR, 8% with Japan
(almost entirely on 40 & 80), 3.5% with S.America, 4% with Asia,
8% with Africa, 3% with VK/ZL and 1.5% with the Caribbean.
The most worked European country was (surprise) Italy, followed
by West Germany and then the Britsh Isles.
The big disappointment on my return home was that British Airways
decided not to help with the QSL cards, but thanks to help from
VS6CT, I managed to find a printer in Hong Kong who did a great
Job at a very reasonable price in an even smaller amount of time.
To those of you that I worked, I trust that you like the cards,
and I hope I will have the pleasure of giving you some more new
ones from some where in the near future.
73 es gd DX

Jan G4LJF

England's foremost group of HF dxers Aar
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CLUB NEWS
This newsletter, yet again, is a little on the late side,
FROM THE EDITOR
but we are catching up. Once again I am grateful to those who have made my
job easier by providing material for inclusion. I haven't included an updated
countries wanted list this time, primarily due to a shortage of space. I will
aim to do so next time.
CDXC hopes to be present at the HF Convention in September by way of a table.
The Convention will be held on 27th September, once again at the Belfry Hotel
near Oxford, and this year the main speaker will be Einar, LAIEE/3Y1EE, so
it's definitely not an opportunity to be missed. The HF Committee of the RSGB
is also hoping to arrange some sort of DXers get-together on the Saturday
evening at the hotel, and there will be an evening buffet on the Sunday at my
home QTH for those who want to rub shoulders with Einar. Tickets must be paid
for in advance so that I can plan for the right numbers.
The Committee met earlier in the month, and are proposing that 5A0A be awarded
the CDXC Merit Award. In line with requests from the membership, this proposal
is being aired in this newsletter to give members the opportunity to object or
to offer alternative or additional nominations. Incidentally, please note that
Steve, GW4BLE, has now taken over the task of CDXC Awards Manager from Peter,
G3VIE.
Don, G3XTT
From Practical Wireless: Did you know that in 1906 the giant German Nauen
station transmitted with a spark 2.5 metres long? This powerful transmitter
was set up in an attempt to break all national transmitting records. Its
massive antenna system covered 186,000 square metres; its battery of
capacitors was composed of 360 Leyden jars each a metre high; and more than
150,000 volts were used to create a spark a fantastic 2.5m long. So dire were
the effects of the station's performance that personnel had to wear dark
glasses to protect their eyes from the ultra-violetrays emitted by the
blinding sparks, and to plug their ears with cotton wool soaked in petroleum
jelly to protect their eardrums from the thunderous noise. Even the air they
breathed was made toxic by ozone and zinc fumes streaming from the hot zinc of
the electric arc. The sparking could be heard aurally in the nearby town of
Nauen, but the transmissions could be received by wireless apparatus anywhere
in the world.
(Tnx G3GIQ)

(Sounds like a description of the G4LJF QTH?)

NEWS FROM MEMBERS

erom G3LQP (Roger): Another successful social gathering at Ye Olde Swan. As
usual it proved a popular venue and with the weather excellent and the food
and company first class a very enjoyable evening was had by all.
A large number of CDXC members attended the Longleat Rally, and actually
signed in at the tent of the "Western DX Group". I personally met there Dave,
G3MIR (who was VS1HC/VS9AQ/ZB1HC), for the first time since Easter 1958, and
John, G3HTA, met up with Ken, G3NBC, their last meeting having been over 30
years ago.
Monica, the widow of Roy, G3JEQ, recently came out of the hospital after an
eye operation. A "get well" card was sent on behalf of the group. She sends
her best 73/88 to all.
Also John, G4PEO's xyl suffered an accident recently. We sincerely hope by the
time you receive this she will be fully recovered.
Quite a few members have recently purchased a "Butternut" vertical via Ian,
G4LJF. Results, particularly on 40, have been most encouraging. I would be
interested to run tests on 80/40 with Butternut members during the coming
eeks.
he next social meeting is a barbecue at Ian, G4LJF's QTH towards the end of
,ugust. The date cannot be fixed at the moment due to Ian's shift pattern, but
embers will be advised asap.
Best 73 de Roger, G3LQP, Vice Chairman
rom G4ADD (Bill): As a very new member of CDXC (thanks for having me) thought
would let you know my interests. I have always had an interest in DX but
until early 1984 it was only a casual interest. If it was about I would try
and work it. Until then my main interest was HF contests, although I never
made the "Rabbits laugh". The best was a 3rd in the RSGB 7MHz. I was for a lot
of years contest manager and Chairman of the local radio club, an RSGB RR,
also member of the M&R committee for a period but decided that I was
neglecting my No.1 interest and resigned from the lot (but not until G4AAX had
won SSB FD, hi). The first task was to go back through my logbooks and list
countries worked and confirmed, chase up QSL cards, sometimes for years back,
subscribe to DXNS and get down to serious DXing, all SSB, I no longer use the
key. I am no ggod at it! (If I ever get the urge I take a couple of pills and
go and lie down in a darkened room for a while) I am also interested in awards
which, for me, complements the DX very nicely. Awards claimed include CQDX SSB
(Honor Roll), WABermuda, WAP, ADXA, CDXC, CCC (when it arrives I believe it is
no.3), IARU Reg 3 gold, DUF4, WAZ 20 metre. One day I will send QSLs and claim
the WAS and, if I ever get to 307, DXCC. Must also get the cards to Roger for
IOTA. Have worked 293 and am hopeful that the confirmed total will be 290
before long. How I regret those many days I listened to XV, ET and the VP8
islands, etc, and never bothered to call. Had a tribander and linear then as
well, but still I have D2, C9, YA, thanks to contest operation, so I am not
too disappointed.
If I may be permitted to comment about membership of CDXC. I feel, like most
of life's more pleasurable attainments, it must always have a minimum entry
requirement that befits its status. The balance between the qualifications and
numbers needs fine tuning. My problem was in finding who was a member for the
proposal, etc. It appears to me that this is an area that could be addressed
to the benefit of CDXC.
See you all at the HF Convention. (PS Does the club have any CDXC rubber
(Yes Bill, maybe whoever has them will contact you - ed.)
stamps?)
73 de Bill

Europe on 40 coincided with the only opening that I had to the
States on 20, so I tried to rotate my options fairly around the
globe, which no doubt upset some, but I tried to share the fun as
best I could to all comers. So next time you wonder why an
expedition is not on a band working you when you know its the
right time, Just pause to consider that from his location, he may
very well have prime conditions on a different band at that
moment.
The daily routine settled down, and the strain of averaging only
three to four hours in bed a night began to show, but the results
on LF were so rewarding, that I pressed on every night, and tried
to sleep on the beach in the morning as best as I could. I had my
own spot on a beautiful sandy spit, where the ocean rolled in the
most impressive surf I have ever seen. The colours of the water
are hard to describe, but I can only say that frolicking in the
surf with not a soul in sight, was very near to a perfect
paradise.
Guy and his staff were excellent hosts too, and the cuisine was
to a very high standard. The fish was particularly good, as the
Island has its own fishing boat, and what we ate was fresh out of
the ocean. There was also a farm on the Island, and so the Lodge
was self sufficient in poultry, meat and vegetables, and only
household goods and drinks had to be brought up from Mahe on the
weekly supply boat.
In the months of June and July, Bird Island becomes a breeding
home for over two and a half million sea birds of some fourteen
different species. The birds are attracted by the arrival of a
multitude of good eating such as sprats, which arrive at the
Island at that time of the year as a result of a comination of
wind and current direction. Fortunately, they tend to congregate
at one end of the Island, and so life does not become too
unbearable at the lodge!
Before I left on the trip, John, G3BRD, kindly lent me his 160M
loading coil for the Butternut. Unfortunately, as suggested in
the manual, I was not able to obtain a good match on this band, .
and the TS 430S, being very sensitive to SWR, only gave about 20
watts output.
So I rang Clive, S79CW, and he arranged for me to borrow an ATU
from Cable & Wireless. It duly arrived on the plane, and two
nights before I was due to depart, I was ready to try top band.
The first night I heard plenty of people calling CQ from Europe
on CW, and I also heard OK3CSC very loudly on SSB, but they were
all answering calls from Europeans, so next day I told them on
the HF bands to listen specifically for my CQ call.
I really did not think that I would have much success with only
100 watts, but much to my surprise, I worked
GI,4X,PA,LA,861,0N,G,F,OH,W4, and VE1, all on CW. I wish I had
tried the band earlier, but alas time was running out and I had

My operating policy was to work split frequency, especially on
the low bands, for in my view that is where split operation is
even more important, as all the stations trying to work you are
likely to be in skip with each other, and it only needs one lid
to transmit whilst the inevitably weaker DX station is
transmitting, and you have a wasted or protracted QSO.
Despite being so far away, it was still difficult from my end to
find clear listening frequencies, especially on 40 Meters, but
never the less, there is no doubt that by working split, many
more QSO,s were achieved that had I done battle with a single
frequency or got involved with a painstaking and no doubt tedious
list operation.
Although lists do give the weaker stations a better chance, it is
often the case that the MC picks up stations that are completely
inaudible at the DX end, thus causing long hold ups and time
wasting. This may be acceptable for a resident DX station, but
for the Dx'peditioner, it is extremely frustrating, as he wants
to get on and make the maximum number of QSO,s during his very
short stay. I guess the argument is best judged ny the fact that
I made some 1829 QSO,s on LF with no help from any one!
I think the results on LF were enhanced on the first night due to
the wetness of the ground, for from the next day on the weather
changed very much for the better and with the ground dried out, I
believe that there was a slight drop off in performance of the
antenna. With that in mind I will double the number of radials
from twelve per band to twenty four for the next expedition. Its
true to say that I have noticed an improvement at Hutts Farm too
when its wet, but I would have thought that on a coral island no
more that a few feet at the most above sea level, that the effect
might have not been so noticeable.
Next morning I decided to do something I had not tried before,
CW! With a very nervous fist I set upon 15 meters, with less
trouble than I had imagined. By working split, I soon found that
I
could be extremely choosy and work those whose call signs I
could read, and move off those that I could hear but not
decipher! Those stations who sent their call twice were more
successful at getting in my log, but as the days progressed, with
generous use of the ? in the call, I gradually improved and in
the end logged some 700 QSO,s, and gained a lot more confidence
in the use of the CW mode. I even enjoyed it a bit, for
it's
certainly less tiring on both the ear and the voice.
Propagation was generally not too good, and after the early
morning opening to the States on 40 & 80 had gone, there was
little life on any band till around 2 p.m., when a 15 meter
opening to Europe began. The early morning path to the U.S. on 40
& 80 was really good with some reports received of 59+20 being
given by the better stations on 80 meters!
There was always a conflict of course, for the evening opening to

From GW4BLE (Steve): I am writing this while confined to barracks with German
Measles!! Unders strict instructions to stay away from work for 2 weeks public enemy no.1 to pregnant women, hil hi! I wonder how many hands I shook
Please amend the wants list to show XU now worked (and
at Longleat?!?
confirmed). That leaves just 2 required for Honour Roll.
Have been doing some work on the 2-metre antenna for 144.525MHz - have put up
a colinear on top of the tower in addition to two fixed 5 elements (one fixed
S/W for the Exeter gang, and another to the West for GW4BKG, although this
will soon be moved round to the East to see if maybe I can work Ian, G4LJF).
Anyone out there with a Commodore 647? I have acquired the N4ZR "Winners Edge'
Contest Programme - although I should add it is very slow and bears no
comparison to the CAGen programme I have used for some time. Also the DX Edge
on disc (old version, not the new "SUPER" with MUFs, beam headings, etc).
Anyone want to swap for some other radio-type programmes?
DX in log for June (on 20m) includes KH7, 5W1, 7J1, ZL7, T19, CEO, ZK1, KH3,
JX, KH2.
73 for now, Steve
From G4PEO (John): IRCs wanted - can anyone out there help?
From G3XTT (Don): The 3C has been the most interesting DX for many recently.
caught them on 40 and 10 for my two missing band slots for this one. The SO
(Sahara) operations in August should be worth working just in case the ARRL
catches us all out and decides to declare it a new country. Look out also for
Martin, G3ZAY, on his IOTA expedition to GM. I now have an IBM clone at home
with plenty of business software but no games or (more importantly) amateur
radio software. Anyone with anything that fits the bill? Nice to meet so many
DXers at Longleat - G3LQP G4STH G4YLO G4YAQ G3HTA G3RUV G4DY0 GW4BLE GOCGL
G3NBC GW4OFQ G4EDG etc. See you all at the HF Convention (there ought to be
another CDXC newsletter out before then - material to me by mid-September
please).

CALENDAR HIGHLIGHTS:
Until Aug 16: I2ZBX/IMO
Until Aug 13: DL48BO/CT3
Until Aug 25: FRSES/J
Aug 5-21: FG & FJ by IK2GNW
Aug 6-16: SORASD (???)
Aug 8-9: EU-DX CW Contest
Aug 9-10: BY1PK by JAs
Aug 12-23: IK2GAO/IMO
Aug 16-18: YB42RI
Aug 22-23: All Asia CW Contest
Sept 2-?: Ogasawara
Sept 26-27: CQWW RTTY Contest

Until Oct: ZL8HV, Kermadec
Aug 2-23: OX by F ops
Until Aug 27: I2DMK/ID9
Aug 6-11: Brioni Is by YUs
Aug 7-9: Monach Is by GJ6UW/P
Aug 8-23: GB2SMC from Orkney
Aug 12-13: BY9GA by JAs
Aug 15-16: SEANet SSB Contest
Aug 16-18: BTOCQ by JAs
Sept 1-30: FR5AI/E (???)
Sept 12-13: EU-DX SSB Contest
Sept 27: HF Convention with LAlEE/3Y1EE

Remember to keep feeding 'news to me via the phone (0734 724192), ST Gold
73 de Don
(73:TBP267) or via the mail.

TILE StCRETAIty'S NOTEPAD
As part of my role as Club Secretary, it is important to form a
communications bridge between your Committee and the Membership.
Without doubt the News Letter is the most cost effective way of
doing this, and I have decided to create the "Secretary's Notepad"
column as a means of doing this .please do read your News Letter,
for it may well ask your opinion regarding matters that will
affect the future of the Club.

e rrata
. I am surprised that no one picked this one up! Apart from a few
spelling errors, I made two big boo boos when I typed the Minutes
of the Annual Review Meeting!
Under Item 7 'Election Of Officers' the post of Secretary was not
proposed by myself but by G3LQP. Also G3LQP did not propose and
second G2DMR as Treasurer. Jack was in fact seconded by G3KMA.
Please amend your copy of the Minutes. (An amended copy of the
Minutes will of course be issued to all Members prior to the next
review meeting.)
July Committee Meeting
The first meeting of your new Committee was held on the 2nd at
G3GIQ's. Amongst the many matters discussed was whether a QRP
section of the Club should be introduced. The outcome was that
whilst anyone who operates QRP is very welcome to join us,
forming separate sections sections of the Club would be
divisive,and what we need more than ever is not division but
unity.
Along these lines I suggested that we need a Club project like
the GKOJFK op to bring us all together. The logistics of an
exotic Dx'pedition are probably beyond feasibility. A field day
is one possibility, also I can offer my QTH for a Club contest
entry, but more important, what do you want? Any ideas, then
please let me know. I will do my best to get it through Committee.
Sunday Club Net
It was agreed that we need a net on a weekly basis to keep all
members of the Club in touch. QRG SUNDAY 11 A.M. LOCAL 3773
It was said that one of the rules that must be observed during
the running of the net is to be that There will be no criticism
of Club members nor Club affairs on the air. Public criticism
does the Club no good what so ever. Indeed to the outsider who
casually tunes in to our frequency, it must be quite upsetting to
hear some of the unwarranted winging that goes on.

really is on his own, and as a result he had dreamt up some very
ingenious fixes to problems that would have taken most of us off
the air.
The next morning we returned to the airport to get on the daily
charter plane to Bird. This was to be a Trilander, and I became a
little concerned when I was told that my equipment would have to
follow the next day, due the aircraft being over weight. All this
way to a remote Island, and a day on the air wasted! However
after every one had climbed on the scales, the equipment just
made it, and we set off on a very cloudy day in the rain to the
North.
The flight takes thirty minutes,and I was lucky to get the
co-pilots seat, as Air Sechelles fly with a single pilot crew.
There are no radio aids on Bird to guide the plane in, so I
became a litttle agitated as the altimeter wound down through 250
feet, and we were still in the cloud and rain. At around 200 feet
we saw the ocean, and a little while later I spotted Bird out on
the right hand side.
The pilot made a tight circuit around this tiny island, followed
by an almost blind landing in torrential rain on the grass strip
which was covered in large puddles. The landing was like coming
down a water slide as gallons of water cascaded over the
windscreen as the nose wheel forged through the puddles. How any
one flies those aircraft in heavy rain without windscreen wipers
I do not know.
The charm of Bird Island immediately became apparent with its
thatched airfield terminal buildings, and the warm welcome that
awaited us, complete with a plentiful supply of umbrellas!
We were shown to our bungalow, whilst a tractor followed pulling
a wagon with our luggage in it.
After lunch and a meeting with our host and owner of the island,
Guy Savy, my son David and I set about putting up the antennas,
dressed only in swim suits, and the refreshing rain helped us .
complethaskbyvenigdpthiempratund
enervating humidity.
By dinner time, the antennas were all properly tuned, and the TS
430 and LA-I000 amp put to work. Unfortunately due to the fact
that my bungalow was furthest from the generator house, I was
only able to get 300 watts from the amp, but I knew that the
location would make up for it.
After dinner I was anxious to see what the Butternut would do on
40 & 80. I was really amazed! Signals were just bebeautiful both
ways, and it was immediately apparent that I was getting out very
well too, for there was no need to count reports - just contest
style exchanges were easily accomplished, and it was obvious that
a lot of people were going to get knew ones in the next nine days
or so.

There then followed several telephone QSO,s with Clive, S79CW, as
to which end of the Island of Mahe would make the best QTH
without being shielded from the three thousand foot mountains,
nor causing too much upset to the inhabitants and other visitors.
Originally I planned to be on the West coast, at a hotel with few
possibilities for both antenna location and operating
convenience, but then by chance I noticed that Anika Rice was
doing a television program on her visit to the Seychelles one
night, and so with much interest I watched her singing her
praises of Bird Island, a small coral island some sixty nautical
miles north of Mahe. Bird was flat as Twiggy, and surrounded by
clear blue ocean, with beach bungalows and no TVI etc to worry
about!
However, the cost was quoted as very expensive, but surely worth
the expense in terms of an ideal QTH. Then another idea struck
me. Why not phone up the owner and suggest that in return for a
good discount, I promote his island with a few words on the back
of the QSL? It worked, and I finalized my plans.
AS I would be flying to the Seychelles with my employer, British
Airways, I wondered if I could take the promotional idea a
little futher, so I got in touch with our Promotional Department,
and asked if they would perhaps print the QSL cards in return for
a plug of our flights there. They seemed to think that such a
small outlay would be possible, so with that in mind, I set of to
the South, blue seas, sunshine and fantastic beaches.
Just as the Government had promised, my arrival was expected, and
the Chief Customs Officer appeared with a handful of documents
authorizing my importation of my equipment, on the condition of
course, that I re-exported it!
As we had missed the charter flight to Bird for the day, we went
over to the Coral Strand hotel on the west coast for the night.
Shortly before reaching the hotel, I noticed a TH6 in the
village of Beau Valon. That must be S79WHW I thought, whom I had
spoken to many a time.
Having settled Ursula & David into the hotel, I walked back up to
the TH6 and knocked on the door. Bill, although some what older
than I had imagined, being a young eighty six, gave me a very
warm welcome, and showed me into his shack.
Somerset Maughan would perhaps best describe Bill's enviroment.
An old fifties gramaphone, piles of obsolete equipment, and of
course the steaming jungle of trees surrounding his house. A good
location for transmitting to the West though, perhaps his
favorite direction being a retired Captain of the U.S.Airforce.
I could have spent much longer with Bill, for he is a really
fascinating man, with many spell binding stories about the past,
and he also showed me how desperately remote he is from Ham Radio
as we know it. No convenient shops for components, coax etc. He

If you are not happy with the way that the Club is being run,
then the correct procedure is to get in touch with a Committee
member and express your views in private. It is not the place to
do so on the air. There may be very good reasons for matters to
be conducted in the way that they are, and moaning to non
Committee members without full possession of all the relevant
facts will probably result in someone going off at half cock and
creating untold and unjustified damage to the Clubs chances of
not only flourishing,but also in attracting new Members.
If you are still not satisfied, then there are two other
democratic avenues open. Attend the Annual Review meeting and
vent your feelings there, and if that's not enough well get your
self elected to the Committee!
On the same subject, Brendon G4DYO does listen on .525, which he
is perfectly entitled to do, even though currently not a member.
There have been occasions when he has overheard vociferous
criticism of the DXNS. In my view DXNS is a first class
publication, which takes a huge amount of Bren's time to
compile,at great sacrifice to himself in that he has very little
time left to operate.
Of course there will be errors, as the information it is based
upon comes from all over the world, and often from over
enthusiastic sources. All DX bulletins suffer the same problems,
but without a shadow of doubt, if it were not for the unselfish
devotion to the hobby of those like Bren, we as Dx,ers would all
be more the worse off. Again, if you are not happy with what you
read, then give Bren a call. He is always glad to discuss your
points of view.
Finally may I just make a personal observation, that I know is
echoed by more than just a few. Have you noticed that those who
moan the loudest are usually those who do the least
in
disseminating DX information
H.F.Convention Sunday September 27th
The Committee decided that CDXC should have a table display at
Oxford. What we would like to do is to promote the Club and at
the same time attract new members. If you have any ideas as to
what we should display, then please let us know. At the very
least we need your QSL card, but if you have any thing that you
would be proud to display, such a trophies, Honor Roll plaques,
photos of you fabulous antenna farm etc, then if we could borrow
them for the day, we would be most grateful.
The matter of the atrocious catering at the post convention
buffet remains unresolved at this time, but watch this space for
a possible exciting development thanks to the efforts of two CDXC
members.

Membership Requirements

S79LJ

It was decided at the Committee meeting that in view of the
expansion of the Club geographically, it was now a nonsense for
it to be a requirement that members be in .525 range of the
London area. Following this relaxation, there is also little
point in insisting in an Associate Membership requirement for the
first six months.Both requirements are now dropped.
Awards Manager
Peter, G3VIE has decided to relinquish the post of Awards
Manager. The committee has thanked him formally for his efforts
in the past, and welcomes Steve, GW4BLE to fill the post.
It was suggested that a CDXC Award Of Merit should be presented
to Hubert, 5A0A for his sterling efforts from Libya. Before
finalizing this idea, we would like you views.DO YOU DISAGREE?
If so then let us know.

An Expedition to Bird Island Seychelles By G4LJF

I suppose it was my two previus Dx,peditions to 3B8 that started
story.On both occasions the flight to Mauritius had made a stop
at the Seychelles enroute, and each time the magic of the Islands
had facinated me during the short time on the ground there.
When I first inquired about getting a licence for S7, the answer
had been an immediate no, as it was a pre-requisit that a Ham had
to be resident for at least six months before a Licence
application would be considered.
Even talking to S79CW, who was the Ham go between with the
Authorities promised nothing, for Clive said that they were

adamant that there would be no exceptions to the rules.
Code Of Ethics
This item has been with us for a couple of years now, and I have
agreed to try and put something on paper. Some doubt was
expressed at the meeting that this might open old wounds, but we
all agreed that the objective of the Club is for us all to behave
in a gentlemanly manner on the air, whist at the same time not
preventing individuals from working the DX in their own style. I
have my ideas on the matter, but if I am to develop a Club
Policy, then it's you who are the Club that matters, and I need
your views, so please drop me a line.
G3JECI Memorial Award
It was suggested that a merit award should be given to the most
deserving Club member on an annual basis. My idea was that it
should be given to the person who puts out the most DX info, but
this was given a rough ride at Committee due to the considerable
geographical and monitoring problems within the Club.
it's up to you. What would you like to see the Award, if we
have one, given for?. Again your views.
So,

Well
that's it for this issue. I hope that you have found the
above shows that your new Committee are dedicated to make the
Club a success. It can't happen without your support though, so
please contribute wherever you can, and bring your ideas to our
attention, and not sit on them.
SEE YOU ON SUNDAY 11 A.M. 3773
Your Secretary just received a telephone call from Bermuda.
P.S.
It seems that congrats are in order! Looks like the basis for
another article for the News Letter!!
73

Ian G4LJF Hon.Sec.

However it was a 41S0 with Clive last October that set the ball
rolling. He mentioned that G3PEK had been down recently, and that
he had been allowed to operate as a guest of S79WHW, as a result
of a relaxation of the regulations. So I immediately wrote to the
Ministry of Education and Information and made a request for a
Licence for the first week of January '87. Wishfull thinking
perhaps, but much to my surprise I had an answer within two
weeks!
It was not good news though as they said that it was not normal
to grant permission to non-residents, but they might consider
letting me operate from an established staion if I gave them more
details about my proposed visit.
I wrote back and told them that this was not the way I would do
it, as I wanted to use my own equipment fron a beach location,
and operate when I needed to at all times of the day or night.I
also pointed out that it would be very unfair to on a resident
Amateur to use and perhaps wreck his equipment in a location so
far from any form of repair centre.
As a final inducement, I promised to publicize the beauty of the
Seychelles through an attractively designed 8SL card, which would
promote the Islands for tourism.
To my surprise I again got a swift reply, this time granting
permssion in full, and they even told me that arrangements would
be made with Customs at Mahe to ensure a smooth entry with my
equipment!
I then set about ensuring that this time I went to the Indian
Ocean, I would put out a better signal on the LF bands, as S7 is
somewhat rarer on the lower frequencies. So, being in New York a
few weeks later, I purchased a Butternut HF2V LF vertical for the
40,80,160 meter bands.

